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Abstract:
Discovering into the W3 consortium and portable documents for the purpose of fetching useful information is a hectic
task under the limitations of current available browsers. While a huge amount of work is being carried out to improve
the efficiency. The huge amount of information on web and portable digital document is stored in backend databases
which are not indexed by traditional search engines such databases are known as Semi structured Databases and
extraction and analysis of web content and documents is a time consuming and complex task. Hence, there has been
increased interest in retrieval and integration of semi structured web data and digital document data with a view to
improve quality information to the users who wish to analyze the data. This paper states an approach that identifies web
page templates and the tag structures of a portable document in order to sort semi structured data from web pages and
documents and analyze the fetching data as per user requirement using various SQL queries.
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I. Introduction
Data mining is nothing but the process of extracting useful information from collected databases. Extraction of the
information from the big databases is called the “Knowledge Discovery”. It is an analytical tool for analyzing data. It
allows user to analyze data from many different aspects or angles, categorize it, and conclude the relationships identified.
Technically, it is the process of finding correlations or patterns among loads of field in large relational databases [7].
Web mining is similar to the data mining where the data is extracted from the web pages. It is one of the
applications of data mining techniques to discover patterns from the web. Web mining can be divided into three different
types which are Web Usage Mining, Web Content Mining and Web Structure Mining. Web Usage Mining is the process of
extracting useful information from server logs. E.g. use Web usage mining is the process of finding out what users are
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looking for on the Internet. Web Structure Mining is the process of using graph theory to analyze the node and connection
structure of a web site. Web Content Mining is the mining, extraction and integration of output oriented data, information
and knowledge from web page content [3].
Extraction and analysis of the web pages and portable document is a heated research area in the field of data
mining and web mining. Extraction is nothing but the fetching relevant information from the web page and portable
documents. Extraction is crucial step for analyzing the data. Different web sites contain information on varied topics in
various formats. Large amount of effort are often required for a user to manually locate and extract data of interest from the
web pages and portable documents. Just consider about results of MSBTE University, the results are stored in HTML page
format. If an analysis is to be made then gathering information, converting it into excel sheet to use various query to
process the data resulting into subject wise result, toppers of each subject, overall topper etc. In the same way user will do
analysis of Portable Document Format for that great efforts are needed [5].

II. System
2.1 Existing System:
Many extraction techniques have been reported for analysis of semi-structured database. Data Extraction Using DOM Tree
and Selectors (DEUDS) a page level data extraction system that automatically discovers extraction pattern from web pages
for selected data section and extracts data. The existing system uses a novel technique to extract table data from structured
databases [1]. The first class of methods is based on machine learning, which requires human labeling of many examples
from each web site that one is interested in extracting data from. The process is time consuming due to the large number of
sites and pages on the web. The second class of algorithms is based on automatic pattern discovery. These methods are
either inaccurate or make many assumptions. A plenty of work has been done in this area. Liu and Grossman proposed a
novel method to mine data records in a web page automatically which is called as MDR. The technique is based
on two observations about data records on the Web and a string matching algorithm. The technique of MDR is able to mine
both contiguous and non-contiguous data records [2]. Its experimental results show that the technique outperforms existing
techniques substantially.

Fig: 3.1 Existing system

2.2 System:
Most of the work done has various problems like it takes a lot of time to extract; they are inaccurate or make many
assumptions. The user will do analysis of web page or digital document for getting the output in easier way. In the
proposed system the user select input as web page or digital document to which he/she want to extract and analyze the data.
Then the proposed system uses different algorithms like line picker, web page renderer, pattern generator, etc to extract the
data. The system puts important contents from web page or digital document into the database. The proposed system also
uses the regular expression logic to match the important content to acquire the accuracy [3].
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III. Methods
3.1.1

Web page extraction:

The main aim of the system is to have a data which is simpler to read to user. For that system is going to first extract the
necessary data into database and then using different queries it produces the analyzed data. The system extracts data from
web pages for that it uses different algorithms like line picker, boundary extractor, pattern generator, etc [4][5].

Algorithm for web page data extraction:
Input: Web pages.
Output: Extracted structured data in database.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Identify web page of which analysis is to be made.
Get HTML response of that web page.
Divide data using HTML tags.
For each line remove the HTML tags.
Boundary extractor: Remove header and footer contents which are not necessary.
Pattern generator: Match the structure with rules.
Extract text mode design schema in database.
Using different queries data to be analyzed is presented in tabular and graphical format.

3.1.2

Digital document extraction:

Above algorithm is used to extract data from web pages in the same way the system extracts data from documents. Some of
the digital documents contain semi-structured data so our system also extract and analyze such documents for that it uses
algorithms such as line picker, PDF parser [8].
Algorithm for digital document extraction:
Input: PDF file.
Output: Extracted structured data in database.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Take the portable document as input.
Using PDF parser the document is converted into text file.
Line picker: Scan the text file line by line.
Boundary extractor: Remove header and footer contents.
Gather fields using regular expression and pattern matching.
Insert knowledgeable data in database.
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7.
8.

Goto 3rd step.
Using different queries data to be analyzed is presented in tabular and graphical format.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we implemented a new vision to gather semi-structured data from web pages. The problem is well known and
is been performed by renowned researchers, of which existing techniques are either approximate or make many loads of
assumptions. Main intention is to emphasize accurate & absolute result analysis in a speculated time in order to reduce
rigorous calculations.
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